Abstract. The main objective of this work is to construct optimal temperature futures from available market-traded contracts to hedge spatial risk. Temperature dynamics are modelled by a stochastic differential equation with spatial dependence. Optimal positions in market-traded futures minimizing the variance are calculated. Examples with numerical simulations based on a fast algorithm for the generation of random fields are presented.
Introduction
The first trade of a weather derivative took place in 1997. Now temperature derivatives are traded in an organized market at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) for several cities in Europe, Japan and the USA. Futures contracts written on three different temperature indices are traded, with the indices being heating and cooling degree-days (HDD and CDD) and cumulative average temperature (CAT) over a monthly or seasonal measurement period. Weather dependent entities like electricity producers or partly the leisure industry may use the futures contracts to hedge their risk.
We consider the problem of designing an optimal hedge using the available exchangebased futures contracts. Most companies facing a temperature risk in their operations are not necessarily located in one of the cities where temperature futures are traded. Moreover, considering in particular an electricity retailer, the demand of electricity is dependent on temperature, usually being the average temperature over a bigger area where the retailer's customers are located. If the customers are using electricity for cooling, say, the profit of the company will increase with increasing average temperatures. However, cool weather may seriously harm the income of the retailer, and he may want to hedge this risk using temperature futures. The retailer would ideally like to enter into futures contracts written on the average temperature over the area where the retailer's clients are located, however, these are possibly not available in any organized market.
The question we analyze in this paper is how to combine the available futures traded for specific cities into a portfolio which best reflects a company's need for temperature futures. To be more specific, we aim to derive the optimal portfolio of futures contracts traded in given locations, which minimizes the variance with a certain temperature index. This temperature index is the one that a company would like to have a futures contract on. Hence, we find the synthetic futures contract which can be constructed using what is provided by the market and being closest to what the company needs.
Our analysis is based on a stochastic temperature dynamics in time and space. In a fixed spatial location, the temperature dynamics follows a mean-reverting stochastic process driven by a Brownian motion, with seasonally varying volatility and mean level. This model is taken from [2, 3] , where it was fitted to temperature observations made in several Norwegian cities and Stockholm, Sweden. The main finding of the authors was the seasonally varying volatility, being high in the winter and low in early spring and autumn, with a bump in the summer. These findings have been confirmed by [17] for temperature observations in several German cities, and by [19] investigating temperatures in Paris, France, using wavelet methods. In [18] the model is generalized to a spatio-temporal dynamics, using a Gaussian random field to model the spatial temperature dependency. Temperature data collected in several Lithuanian cities were used to fit the model, and it was found that a spherical correlation function modelled the spatial correlation reasonably well. Furthermore, the typical structure of the temperature volatility was observed in all cities, and the parameters of the model were estimated tolerably stable over the spatial field. This spatio-temporal stochastic random field will be our model for the temperature dynamics. A temperature model which is continuous in time and space is advantageous when studying the problem of constructing optimal temperature hedges. It provides us with the flexibility to create synthetic hedges for temperature indices at arbitrary locations and over arbitrary domains in space respectively.
For the given temperature model, which essentially becomes a Gaussian spatio-temporal field, we calculate explicitly the optimal synthetic futures contracts using different temperature indices. For instance, we do this for CDD and CAT futures, but also for their combination. In several examples we investigate our findings in typical and realistic situations. For instance, we consider the situation of a company which wants to hedge its temperature risk at a certain location, but having only available traded temperature futures in one or more surrounding locations. One main finding is that a very large part of the temperature risk can be hedged when one can use several futures, whereas the unhedgeable risk is higher in the case of only one or two tradeable futures. However, the addition of more tradeable futures in the portfolio does not necessarily reduce risk. This is only the case if they are sufficiently correlated to the temperature exposure of interest, that is, close enough in space. Moreover, the construction of the synthetic futures portfolio is very stable over time when we can use several contracts in the hedge, although we observe an increasing variation in the weights of the synthetic futures when the time to maturity of the contracts are approaching zero. The latter finding resembles very much the Samuelson effect for the volatility of commodity futures, which we here observe for the stochastic variation in the synthetic futures weights.
In the examples we apply a fast method for simulation of the random field based on the Mercer expansion. One important contribution of this paper is the development of a fast method for the simulation of random fields with a given covariance at scattered points.
Common simulation methods based on FFT typically yield periodic boundary conditions as a side effect, and furthermore they require data on grid points, which is not appropriate for the problem considered in the present paper.
Based on a mean-reversion model, in [9] temperature futures prices were derived and the model in this paper was applied to data observed in Chicago. Later, this model was generalized in [1] , with temperature data from Sweden. One finding was that the volatility varied monthly. To account for long-memory effects, in [5] a model driven by a fractional Brownian motion was proposed. Based on a very long time series of temperature data in London, the authors of [5] argued for fractionality in the model. In [1] and [5] various temperature derivatives were priced. Recently, in [6] an extensive statistical study of the temperature variations in several US cities, based on an ARMA time series model with seasonal ARCH innovations has been carried out. In [4] , a continuous-time higherorder autoregressive model with seasonal volatility was proposed, and relevant temperature futures were analytically priced along with options. The model was fitted to data collected in Stockholm, Sweden. The books [10, 13] provide detailed treatments of the weather markets and different approaches to use weather derivatives for risk management, as well as valuation issues.
A standard approach when pricing weather derivatives is to include a parameter frequently called the market price of risk, which in effect is a measure of the market risk premium. This approach is based on Girsanov's theorem, and applied in, for example, [1, 4, 5, 9] . We refer to [11] for a general discussion of pricing of weather derivatives. An alternative approach based on marginal utility is proposed in [7] , whereas in [14] an equilibrium method based on a world index is used.
The present paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce the spatiotemporal temperature dynamics, where, in particular, we base our definition of a Gaussian random field on the theory of Hilbert space valued random variables. In Section 3 the optimal weights for the synthetic futures are calculated, and several different situations where we have CDD or CAT futures, or a combination are considered. The simulation method for the temperature field is described in Section 4, and different numerical examples of the construction of synthetic futures are presented in Section 5. We conclude with some future research problems in the last section.
Spatio-temporal temperature dynamics
In this section we describe our model for the space dependent temperature dynamics, which is a continuous-time version of the spatio-temporal model in [18] . Before proceeding, let us introduce the following notations. The space of real-valued continuous functions on some Borel subset A ⊂ R d is denoted by C(A), whereas L 2 (A) is the space of squareintegrable functions on A with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Finally, we denote by C 1,0 (R + × A) the space of continuous function on R + × A, which are continuously differentiable in the first variable.
Let D be a compact domain in R 2 with piecewise smooth boundary ∂D, equipped with the euclidian metric. We assume that Λ ∈ C 1,0 (R + × D) describes the deterministic seasonal mean of the temperature in D. Furthermore let α ∈ C(R + × D) be a function that models the speed of mean reversion of the temperature back to its seasonal mean at the time-space location (t, x) ∈ R + × D. Thus, we assume that the deterministic evolution of the temperature T 0 (t, x) at time t ∈ R + and at the point x ∈ D is governed by the equation
supplemented with an appropriate initial condition. The empirical analysis in [2, 3, 4, 18] on Norwegian, Swedish and Lithuanian temperature data suggests that α is rather stable over time, and any seasonal dependency is statistically hard to detect. Thus, we assume it to be time-independent in the further discussion. At the expense of notationally more complicated expressions, the inclusion of a time dependency in α would be straightforward. We write from now on α(x) for the speed of mean-reversion at the location x ∈ D. In order to model the random fluctuations around the deterministic evolution of temperature, we shall add to equation (2.1) a Gaussian random field. We find it convenient to formulate this within the framework of Hilbert space valued random processes, see for example [8] .
Let q ∈ C(D × D) be a symmetric, strictly positive definite function. This function will model the covariance in space of the random field to be defined, and it can be viewed as the integral kernel of an operator Q acting on L 2 (D). By our assumptions on D and q it follows that Q is a symmetric Hilbert-Schmidt operator on L 2 (D) with a strictly positive spectrum. Moreover, Q admits the Mercer expansion (see for example [16] 
where {λ i } i∈N is the sequence of eigenvalues of Q, and {e i } i∈N is the associated set of eigenfunctions, that is, Qe i = λ i e i for i ∈ N. The functions e i , i ∈ N, may be chosen to be continuous on D, and they form an orthonormal basis of L 2 (D). Moreover, the expansion (2.2) converges in the operator norm.
Let (Ω, F, P ) be a complete probability space with a filtration {F t } t∈R + which satisfies the "usual conditions": {F t } t∈R + is right continuous, and F 0 contains all P -null sets. Without loss of generality we suppose that
Wiener process with respect to the filtration {F t } defined on (Ω, F, P ) (see, for example [8] ). It then follows that for each t ∈ R + , W (t) has the following expansion in L 2 (D)
where {β i } i∈N is an independent sequence of standard one dimensional Brownian motions given by
is a centered Gaussian random field with covariance given by
Our spatio-temporal temperature model is given by the following equation for t ∈ R + and x ∈ D (2.6)
where σ ∈ C(R + ×D) describes the space-time volatility of the temperature. In [2, 3, 4, 18] a clear seasonality in the volatility of temperature was detected in temperature data ranging over more than 40 years in several different locations in Norway, Sweden and Lithuania. Based on the empirical autocorrelation functions presented for several US cities in [6] , there seems to be a similar seasonality in the volatility of temperatures in the US. This defends the choice of a time-dependent volatility. Moreover, in [18] a spatial dependence of the volatility is also detected for temperature observations from Lithuania. This makes it natural to let σ also be dependent on x. An explicit form of
The dynamics (2.6), and in particular the explicit temperature process in (2.7), will be the basic expressions for deriving synthetic temperature futures.
Synthetic temperature futures
There exist three basic types of futures contracts in the temperature market. The first is based on the cumulative (daily average) temperature (CAT) over a given measurement period. The other two are based on the accumulated heating or cooling degree days (HDD/CDD) over a given measurement period. The holder of a CAT futures at location x with measurement period [τ 1 , τ 2 ] receives the money equivalent of
The HDD-futures, on the other hand, pays the holder
where c is commonly set to 18
• C (degrees Celsius), whereas the CDD pays
Note that these indices are location dependent, since the market is trading futures on the temperature in specific cities. In this respect, x is the coordinate of the city in question (with respect to a appropriate underlying cartesian coordinate system). At the CME, there is trade of HDD and CDD futures for 16 cities in the US, spread over the North-American continent. Also CAT, HDD and/or CDD futures for 9 European and two Japanese cities are traded. We consider D to be a geographical area, being for example the USA or a part of Europe. We suppose that there is trade in CAT, HDD or CDD futures for n cities located in D at the coordinates x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n .
3.1. Analysis of a generic temperature index. Consider an agent exposed to temperature risk in an area A ⊂ D, A Borel, and who wants to hedge this risk using futures on a specific temperature index available for trade in the market. Let I(τ 1 , τ 2 , ·) denote either a HDD, CDD or a CAT index. We suppose that the agent is exposed to a temperature risk of the form
Here, µ is a measure on (A, B(A)). For example, it can be the Lebesgue measure normalized by the total mass of A, which implies that (3.1) is the average of I(τ 1 , τ 2 , y) over A, or it could be a point mass in specific locations y 1 , . . . , y m describing an exposure to the I(τ 1 , τ 2 , y) in these locations. We assume that I(τ 1 , τ 2 , ·) is integrable with respect to µ on A.
Next, let us consider the following minimal-variance hedging problem. The agent wants to minimize the L 2 -distance between the desired futures payoff defined in (3.1) and the available futures in the market, given that the agent enters the futures markets at time t ≤ τ 1 . The agent can combine the available temperature futures in the locations x 1 , . . . , x n , to create a portfolio of temperature futures. At location i, we assume that the index has a measurement period [τ
, for all i = 1, . . . , n. The investor faces both spatial and temporal risk. There may not be any indexes with a measurement period [τ 1 , τ 2 ] as desired by the investor, and there may not be temperature futures at the locations of risk y ∈ A. The investor's problem is now twofold: construct an optimal portfolio of the available temperature futures that covers the desired non-traded futures optimally. This constructed portfolio of futures must minimize the temporal and spatial risks. In addition, it may be that the investor want to have a CDD futures, say, but only CAT futures are available. We include this possibility in our considerations as well.
We denote by a(t) := (a 1 (t), . . . , a n (t)) the number of contracts invested in each of the temperature futures at time t ∈ R + . The investment decision a(t) made by the agent can only depend on the available market information up to this time. Hence, we assume t → a(t) to be an {F t } t∈R + -adapted stochastic process. The residual risk measured in terms of the variance of the unhedgeable part of (3.1) is defined for a given strategy a(t) as
The notation E t [Z] := E[Z | F t ] has been introduced for the conditional expectation of Z with respect to F t . The agent's goal is to find an optimal hedging strategy a(t) which minimizes R(t, a(t)) in (3.2). Hence, we want to solve the minimization problem
The resulting optimal choice of a(t), denoted by a(t), defines a synthetic futures contract.
The synthetic futures contract is optimal in the sense of minimizing the variance of the distance between the desired futures and what can be synthesized in the market. The synthetic futures contract is defined as the position n i=1 a i (t)I(τ 1 , τ 2 , x i ) in tradeable temperature futures taken at time t. The position will change with time, but as we shall see in the examples the variation is moderate.
The functional R(t, a(t)) to be minimized can be rewritten as
Introduce the notation
for (x, y) ∈ D 2 . Note that the measurement periods are those relevant to the locations x and y, so for instance if y ∈ A, then [τ
. Define b(t) := (b 1 (t), . . . , b n (t)) with elements given by
and the matrix A(t) is given as
In the next Proposition, we calculate the minimizer of R(t, a(t)) defined in (3.2):
Proposition 3.1. The minimizer a(t) := ( a 1 (t), . . . , a n (t)) of R(t, a(t)) in (3.2) is given as the solution of the linear system:
Proof. The first order condition ∂R/∂a j = 0, j = 1, . . . , n, for an optimum yields,
The commutation of expectation and differentiation is validated in this situation due to the normality of the temperature dynamics. Hence, we find that a(t) is the solution to A(t)a(t) = b(t) as defined in the Proposition.
Note that conditional expectation with respect to F t in the entries of the matrix A(t) and vector b(t) can be calculated using (2.7), that is, by conditioning on the temperature T (t, x) at time t. This implies that the solution a(t) will be a function of the temperature at time t in the locations x 1 , . . . , x n where futures are traded and the temperature field in the area A. In practice, at the locations where temperature futures are traded, reliable temperature observations are available. However, in other locations this may not be the case. For instance, over an area A we most likely know the temperature only in a few locations, and need to extrapolate to get a field. Alternatively, we can simulate the temperature over the area based on known temperatures in the locations of measurements.
The optimal values a 1 (t), . . . , a n (t) define the synthetic futures price as
Here, F I i (t, τ 1 , τ 2 ) is the futures price at time t for the traded contract written on the index I(τ i 1 , τ i 2 , x i ). In [2, 3, 4] explicit futures prices are computed for CAT-, HDD-and CDDcontracts based on the model (2.7). We observe that if µ is a point mass concentrated at x j for some j = 1, . . . , n with τ 1 = τ j 1 , τ 2 = τ j 2 , then the optimal synthetic futures contract is trivially equal to the contract traded in this location, that is, a j (t) = 1 and a i (t) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n, i = j. If τ 1 = τ j 1 and/or τ 2 = τ j 2 , this is not true, and the investor still faces some risk, but in this case only of a temporal character. However, this temporal risk may be reduced by using futures in other locations, that is, by spreading the portfolio spatially.
The functional R(t) := R(t, a(t)) is of interest since it measures the residual risk which one cannot cover in the existing futures market. We shall study this numerically in some concrete situations in the next Section.
We continue to calculate explicitly the optimal weights for relevant temperature indices.
CAT futures.
Consider a situation where all the indexes in question are CAT futures, that is, I = CAT. Using the explicit form of T (τ, x) in (2.7), we find the following expression for CAT(τ 1 , τ 2 , x):
We conclude that CAT(τ
, conditioned on F t , is a Gaussian random field with mean
and covariance
Here we have introduced the notation Cov t for the covariance conditioned on F t . From Proposition (3.1), we find the non-diagonal elements of the matrix A(t) in this case to be
for i, j = 1, . . . , n and i = j. Furthermore, the coordinates of the vector b(t) become
for i = 1, . . . , n. Solving the linear system A(t)a(t) = b(t) with these specifications of A(t) and b(t) yields the optimal weights for constructing a synthetic futures based on CAT-contracts at different locations.
3.3. CDD futures. We restrict our attention to CDD futures, and consider only the case where µ is a point mass at a location y ∈ D. The last restriction is only made in order to avoid notational complexity in the following. The case of HDD futures will be completely analogous.
To find the entries of the matrix A and vector b in Proposition 3.1, we must calculate conditional expectations of the type w(t,
2 , here being combinations of x 1 , . . . , x n and y. Using the explicit form of T (τ, x) given T (t, x) in (2.7), we find that (after straightforward but tedious computations)
with the lower integration limits defined bŷ
.
The expectation and covariance of T (τ, x) are easily calculated as
and Cov t (T (τ, x), T (τ , y)) = q(x, y) min(τ,τ ) t σ(s, x)σ(s, y)e −α(x)(τ −s) e −α(y)(τ −s) ds .
Thus, we have characterized the entries of the matrix A(t) and the vector b(t) in terms of integrals of the parameter functions of T (τ, x).
In the marketplace, we will typically have a situation where both HDD and CDD futures are available. We can easily modify the calculations above to also account for such mixtures. However, we do not state the expressions here since they are similar to the above.
CAT and CDD futures.
We consider the case where we have a mixture of CAT and CDD futures available for trade. To be more specific, suppose that at locations x 1 , . . . , x m we have CAT futures, and at locations x m+1 , . . . , x n we have CDD futures, where m < n. Note that we may have that x i = x j for i ≤ m and j > m, that is, that there are both CDD and CAT futures available for trade in the same location.
The matrix A(t) can be represented as follows 
The expression for w(t, x i , x i ) is derived in Subsection 3.2. Analogously, the (n − m) × m matrix A CDD,CAT has elements w(t, x i , x j )/w(t, x i , x j ), i = m + 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m, with
The expression for w(t, x i , x i ) is derived in Subsection 3.3, whereas the calculation of w(t, x i , x j ) is similar to (3.12). We calculate w(t, x i , x j ) as defined in (3.12), with i = 1, . . . , m and j = m + 1, . . . , n.
First, from the explicit expression of CAT(τ 1 , τ 2 , x) in (3.8), we find using the measurability of T (t, x i )
Now, the first conditional expectation becomes,
where we have introduced the notation
and Φ being the cumulative standard normal distribution function. Furthermore, φ(y) = Φ (y) denotes the standard normal probability density. We continue to calculate the second conditional expectation in the expression for w(t, x i , x j ) in (3.13). Define
being the correlation between the two normally distributed random variables
Hence, with Y being a standard normally distributed random variable ,
Here,
2 , x i ) ds . Thus, we have an expression for w(t, x i , x j ) in (3.13), and eventually a full description of the matrix A.
We continue with describing b(t). This can be represented by the vector Obviously, one may have HDD futures instead of CDD (or, in addition to CDD's). However, from the CDD-HDD parity (see [3] ), we have
Hence, by using this parity, we may transfer calculations of the HDD futures to a combination of CDD and CAT's, as we have performed above. The entries in A and b will be modifications of the above derived results, which we do not include here.
Simulation of the temperature dynamics
We describe the algorithm with which we carried out the simulation of the temperature random field. For simplicity we choose a rectangle as the domain D. In particular, this ensures piecewise continuous boundaries. It is clear that one always could embed a geographical region (Europe, say) in a rectangle.
For the simulation of the temperature random field we assume that its spatial correlation is compactly supported and continuous. Motivated by the empirical studies in [18] , we choose q in (2.5) to be
for |x − y| κ −1 < 1 and 0 otherwise, with x, y ∈ D. Here, κ > 0 is the range parameter. We remark in passing that it has been proved in [12] that q is positive definite.
For the given data points x i , i = 1, . . . , n, we derive the spatial covariance matrix Q from q, then the eigenvalues λ i as well as the corresponding eigenvectors e i of the correlation matrix.
Now we construct an approximation B(t, x) to the Gaussian random field W (t, x), t ≥ 0, x ∈ D, as follows. For each i = 1, . . . , n, we use the components e ij , j = 1, . . . , n, as the values of nodal points x j for a spline interpolation (see below) of a function s i defined on all of D. Then the functions s i , i = 1, . . . , n, are used to build a Gaussian random field via a truncated sum of the form (2.3), and the λ i there are those from the estimation mentioned before:
The samples of the independent Brownian motions β i , i = 1, . . . , n, are generated in the usual way. It is easy to check that B(t) has a covariance kernel which at the data points x j coincides with the estimated elements of the covariance matrix at these points based on the given data.
Since in general the points x i , i = 1, . . . , n, are not located on a regular grid, we cannot use the most common spline interpolation methods, such as B-splines. Instead interpolation with rational basis functions provides a convenient method. Now we describe the details of the spline interpolation we used. We choose spline functions of the following form:
where p m is a polynomial of degree m (possibly identically zero), || · || the euclidian norm and ψ : R + → R is a radial basis function, which is chosen below. The coefficients γ i are chosen in such a way that s is fulfilling the interpolation conditions and is uniquely determined (cf. [15] ). For the problem at hand among the many possible choices for ψ the Gaussian radial basis function ψ(r) = e −ξr 2 , r ≥ 0, ξ > 0, turns out to be appropriate. To generate samples of the temperature random field we discretize (2.7) in the time variable, Figure 1 shows samples of B, a Gaussian random field with the previously described spherical correlation, for different range parameters κ over a 32 × 32 regular lattice. One observes that the random field is becoming more homogenous with decreasing range parameter, as one would expect.
Once we simulated the random field over the given points where futures are traded, (4.1) gives us the straightforward way to simulate the temperature. For a first approach we slightly simplify the model in [18] and make some additional assumptions. Firstly we take the same seasonality function over the whole domain.
Motivated by the empirical investigations in [18] , we choose a volatility function of the form
In the empirical studies of Lithuanian and Swedish temperature data in [18] , no significant space dependency of the mean reversion parameter α was observed. Hence we assume it here to be constant. The parameters c i and d i are taken as spatial averages of the estimates in [18] (see Table 1 for details). The whole area is 500 × 500, the parameter r for the Gaussian radial basis function is set to 5.0 × 10 −5 . We simulated the temperature for 80 days from mid May on, so to say for the summer season. From the Lithuanian data one can see that for the calculation of the weights there is no need to take space dependent seasonality and volatility functions. Integration over the whole measurement period has such a smoothing effect that this is not making a significant difference, at least in such The computation is done with a C++-library, linked to a Scilab 1 script, which allows for easy data analysis, while having a very fast computation. For an even faster computation in C++, GSL (GNU Scientific Library 2 ) is used. Figure 2 shows the temperature over the whole domain simulated with different numbers of data points. One can clearly see the smoothing effect driven by the parameter ξ chosen in the Gaussian radial basis function ψ. The average temperature over a day in mid June is depicted, which is about 15
• to 18
• C. The range of the temperature in the pictures is nearly the same in each, due to the use of the same seasonality and volatility functions. For the calculation of the weights, the daily temperature over the measurement period is simulated.
Examples of synthetic futures
In this section we consider the numerical calculation of synthetic futures. We treat some concrete situations focusing mostly on CAT futures, since these are reasonably explicit and do not require additional numerical integration.
Recall that we denote the locations x i , i = 1, . . . , n, for which futures contracts are traded and where the temperature data are given. These points and their data enter the simulation setup as described in Section 4. To estimate the weights a i (t) at a given time t for the locations x i , i = 1, . . . , n, we need to know the temperature field T (t, x) over the domain in question. In the examples to follow, we choose µ to be a point mass in a location y. In the examples weights for creating a synthetic CAT-futures are calculated, where t = 10 or closer to maturity, τ 1 = 30 and τ 2 = 60 or τ 2 = 40. To solve the corresponding system of linear equations from Proposition 3.1 some well known solvers, like provided in the GSL (GNU Scientific Library) or linsolve in Scilab are used. 0.197 Table 2 . Weights for a synthetic CDD-Future 5.1. Examples. As a first example we take four points in the domain, and calculate a synthetic CAT-futures for a fifth point y. Now we have two choices. We can simulate the temperature field assuming that we have temperature data in y, where we want to price the synthetic future for, or not. In Figure 3 (a) the four chosen data points x 1 , . . . , x 4 are shown as well as y (marked with a circle) where we may have data or not. The simulations are done once with four and once with five data points. The differences of the weights in brief in Figure 3 (b) are minimal, which indicates that the calculation of the weights and so the simulation of the temperature as well as the random field are reasonable. Here the points x 1 , . . . , x 4 are increasingly ordered according to their value on the horizontal axis.
In Table 2 weights for a CDD-futures are calculated. They can be compared with the weights of the previous example with 4 data points.
For a second example we choose the five points of the previous example and add a new point y close to one of them. We consider y as the point for which a synthetic futures contract has to be constructed. The table in Figure 4(b) shows the calculated weights. The negative value for point x 5 can be interpreted as to sell (or go short) the corresponding temperature futures in this location. It seems, that negative weights always occur for data points outside of the convex hull of the others while the point y is inside that convex hull (in Figure 4 (a) this holds for x 5 ). This phenomenon does not depend on the interpolation method used, the simulation without interpolation gives the same result.
We also studied the behavior of the weights when the point with a negative weight was moved towards y along a straight line. Consider the line determined by the points x 5 and y. It turned out that while the distance of x 5 to y was decreasing, the negative weight was increasing, and eventually it achieved a positive value, different from the weight for point x 3 , which is very close to the line. Moreover, its sum with the weight of x 3 stayed constant. When we compute the opposite, moving the point x 5 further away on this line, the weight gets slightly smaller again, until zero, when the distance becomes bigger than the range of the correlation, say, the correlation is equal to zero. A futures being uncorrelated with the temperature in location y does not give any reduction in variance, and thus is not used in the optimal synthetic futures.
We will now consider the dynamics of the weights as a function of time to maturity τ 1 − t, t < τ 1 . First we will compare the weights for the same setting of points but for two different contract periods, viz., τ 1 − τ 2 = 30, and τ 1 − τ 2 = 10, respectively. We use the setup with four locations x 1 , . . . , x 4 as in the example above. In Figure 5 the standard variation of the weights as a function of time to maturity is shown (to fit the graphs in one figure the mean is subtracted). We observe that a longer duration of the contract has a Point weight x 1 0.087
0.049
0.812
0.094 Figure 4 . Weights for 5 data points strong smoothing effect on the weights, in particular, the variation is much smaller for the longer duration. In the case of the 10 days contract we observe an increase with a smaller time to maturity. We can compare as well the percentage variation of the standard deviation with respect to the mean of the different weights as a function of time to maturity in different point settings, i.e., with one, two or more data points. In Figure 7 this is shown for a short contract period of 10 days for the point settings of Figure 6 . We observe that more distant points yield a higher variation. Nevertheless we want to emphasize that the increasing and convex shape of the variation is a somewhat characteristic feature, analogous to a Samuelson effect for the volatility of temperature futures (see [3, 4] ). In Figure 8 the mean values for different point settings depending on the time to maturity are depicted. We observe that the mean weights depending on the time to maturity are very stable. By calculation of the weight for the same synthetic futures in 1000 simulation runs we found that the variation of the weights is negligible (in the order of magnitude 10 −9 ). In conclusion, we see that the weights are reasonably stable over time, but with an increasing Table 3 .R(t) for different point settings variation towards the start of the measurement period. This information is crucial for implementing the synthetic futures in practice. If we calculateR(t) := R(t,â(t)) given bŷ
for the contract setting as before, e.g. a contract period of 10 days and a time to maturity of 20 days, we will get values displayed in Table 3 for the different point settings in Figure 6 and 4(a).R(t) is a measure for the risk which cannot be hedged away by using existing contracts in the market. We observe that there is a difference between the one point and two point scenario. But we also see that more points not necessarily reduce the risk. This 
Conclusions
We have calculated the weights in a portfolio of temperature futures minimizing the variance with a given temperature risk exposure. The portfolio is called a synthetic futures contract, consisting of market traded futures to be used for hedging a spatial temperature risk. The analysis is based on a spatio-temporal random field model for the temperature dynamics. Several specific cases including HDD, CDD and CAT futures are considered, where the weights for the synthetic futures can be specified as a solution of a linear system of equations. The crucial ingredient in the system of equations is the spatial correlation structure between the different futures.
To calculate the weights in concrete situations, we develop a fast simulation algorithm for Gaussian random fields. Applying this, we study different examples where the time dynamics of the weights are studied. It is demonstrated that these are very stable over time, with an increasing variation around their mean when the time to maturity of the contract tends to zero. This resembles the Samuelson effect, appearing in the volatility of commodity futures. The unhedgeable risk decreases in general with the number of available contracts to be used in the synthetic futures, however, this is not always so. The residual risk can even increase with an increasing number of points, due to the temperature correlations between the different locations in question. The synthetic futures can also consist of short positions in some of the contracts, being a consequence of the particular geometry of the locations.
There are several questions following our results. First, more empirical studies are called for including different temperature indices in the synthetic futures. In the marketplace, different contracts are available for trade, especially in the critical months where the seasons are changing. One may also imagine that the measurement periods of the traded contracts are different, and even differ from the period the hedger wants. This complicates the empirical analysis, but is closer to the market context and may be of interest to consider. Our stochastic model for the temperature dynamics can be made more sophisticated. A natural direction of extension is to consider stochastic partial differential equations, where the parameters can vary in time and space. This raises questions on estimation and simulation, but also analytical issues concerning complex domains and properties of the solution.
In our analysis, we used variance to measure the risk. More realistic risk measures are called for, also taking into account the temporal risk. All these extensions could finally lead to a study of a concrete market, like for instance the US temperature market using CME contracts. 
